The acousticrauditory feature "risetime" has been claimed to underlie both the phonetic affricate-fricative distinction and the nonphonetic plucked-string/bowed-string distinction. We used the perceptual adaptation technique to determine whether the risetime differences of the [d$a]-[ba ] distinction would therefore be registered by the same mechanism that mediates risetime differences for the plucked-bowed distinction. Two continua were used, one of digitally modified natural speech and one of synthetic violin sounds, in which the risetime was varied across each set of tokens from 0 msec to 80 msec in steps of 10 msec. The speech was sung and the violin notes were synthesized with the same fundamental frequency, 294 Hz. Adaptation of the category boundaries was observed only when speech adaptors were tested with the speech continuum and when violin adaptors were tested with the violin continuum. When crossseries tests were performed (violin adaptors tested with the speech series, and speech adaptors tested with the violin series), no effect of adaptation was observed. This finding indicates that these speech and violin sounds, despite obvious acoustic similarities, do not share the same feature detectors.
Is speech perception merely an auditory process? The discovery that different kinds of synthetic violin sounds are perceived categorically (Cutting & Rosner, 1974) seemed to suggest that it might be. Categorical perception had previously been thought to result from a decoding process of the speech perception system (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & StuddertKennedy, 1967) . Phonetic decoding of acoustic signals was believed to be abstractly keyed to articulatory patterns of phonetic production (Cooper, Liberman, Harris, & Grubb, 1958) . In the earliest form of the hypothesis, speech segments produced by graded motor signals (e.g., vowels) were said to be perceived in a continuous fashion, in contrast with those produced by discrete motor commands (e.g., consonants), which were said to be perceived cate-fricative may be distinguished minimally by the rate of onset of acoustic energy, the risetime of the amplitude envelope. When risetime is relatively brief, shorter than 40 msec, listeners hear a plucked string, or an affricate consonant; when risetime is great, longer than 40 msec, listeners hear a bowed string, or a fricative (cf. Cutting & Rosner, 1976) . However, Cutting and Rosner did not defend this proposal. Instead, they favored a general auditory mechanism that might serve both phonetic and violin distinctions by tracking amplitude changes in the acoustic signal. This auditory explanation seemed more plausible than the proposal that the speech system had mistakenly processed the synthetic violin sounds, primarily because it was not obvious why the speech decoder would be misapplied to these particular nonphonetic patterns. In addition, such an explanation in the case of violins would be inconsistent with supposed biological advantages of categorical perception. If the biologically determined speech code is unique among the acoustic patterns which engage the auditory system, then the speech processor has a very easy job of telling speech sounds from nonspeech (Liberman, Mattingly, & Turvey, 1972) ; it must merely listen only for stimuli of the appropriate structure. From this standpoint, it would make little sense to argue that the stable, efficient speech system would be easily fooled into "phonetically" processing the unequivocally nonspeech violin sounds. In short, Cutting and Rosner concluded that the perception of violin sounds is probably not accomplished by the speech perception mechanism.
The goal of Cutting, Rosner, and Foard (1976) , then, was to determine a possible sensory basis of categorical perception (as opposed to the motoric rationale offered by Liberman et al., 1967) , and they took the pattern recognition scheme of opponentrelated feature detectors introduced by Eimas and Corbit (1973) as their model. But, while Eimas had originally conceived the detectors to be phonetic, Cutting et al. saw that auditory detectors would be required to serve parsimoniously for both speech and violin sounds. Had the violin sounds not been categorically perceived, the phonetic detector model could have trivially accommodated nonspeech phenomena at a lower, auditory level. However, since the pluckedbowed distinction was categorical, it appeared that the phenomenon of categorical perception should be recast nonphonetically, in more general auditory terms. To the degree that adaptation provides a means of establishing detector sensitivities (cf. Remez, 1979) , the demonstration by Cutting et al. of adaptation effects on identification functions for synthetic violin sounds argued that categorical perceptions of nonspeech sounds, no less than speech sounds, might be mediated by the same set of auditory detectors.
Cutting et al. used their violin test series in two adaptation conditions; both conditions revealed significant adaptation effects. In the within-series condition, the adaptors were drawn from the test continuum; the adaptor was either the plucked endpoint or the bowed endpoint. In selective adaptation tests, adaptors were not drawn from the continuum but were fashioned to fatigue the specific risetime detectors thought to mediate perception of the test stimuli. Listeners were found in these cases to adapt to risetime selectively when adaptor and test series differed in waveform (sinusoid vs. sawtooth) or in fundamental frequency, although boundary shifts in those cases were diminished relative to within-series shifts. While the experiment did not directly test the hypothesis that a single auditory mechanism sensitive to risetime was responsible for the analysis of pluckedbowed strings and affricate-fricative consonants, it did reveal that a style of perceptual analysis similar to that proposed for speech appeared to operate at an auditory level for nonspeech sounds. The implication to be drawn from the adaptation results of Cutting et al. is clear: Auditory analyzers alone might suffice for the categorical perception of both speech and violin sounds alike.
The present experiment uses the adaptation paradigm in a direct test of the hypothesis that a single set of auditory analyzers tuned to amplitude risetime serves both speech and nonspeech perception. To perform this test, two stimulus series were fashioned, one of synthetic plucked-to-bowed violin sounds, the other of computer-modified natural affricate-tofricative consonant-vowel syllables. These series were as similar as possible in the onset portions critical to the respective perceptual distinctions. In the speech, case, the continuum ranged from [d_~t] (affricate;~as in "judge") to [~a] (fricative; as in "vision") (after Gerstman, 1957) ; in the violin series, the synthetic continuum ranged from the sound of a plucked string to that of a bowed string (after Cutting & Rosner, 1974) . Our test consisted of two parts: In the first, adaptation caused by consonant endpoint or violin endpoint adaptors was measured by using the stimulus test series of the same type as the adaptor. This is the within-series test. In the second, adaptation caused by speech adaptors was measured with the violin test series, that caused by violin adaptors measured with the speech series. This is the cross-series test. Our purpose was to establish whether an amplitude risetime detector fatigued by a nonspeech stimulus would effect a perceptual change in a speech test series, and vice versa. The demonstration of cross-series adaptation in this circumstance would be strong evidence for a common analytic mechanism underlying the categorical perception of speech and nonspeech sounds.
METHOD Subjects
Eight volunteers served as listeners. All were undergraduate students enrolled at the University of Connecticut. They were righthanded native speakers of English; none had a history of speech disorder or hearing impairment, nor did any confess more than a casual familiarity with musical instruments of the violin family. They were paid for their participation.
Stimuli
Two stimulus continua were employed, one of synthetic violin sounds and the other of computer-modified natural speech. The violin series was one of the nine-item sets of Cutting and Rosner (1974) , in which the amplitude risetime of a 294-Hz sawtooth wave was varied from 0 msec to 80 msec in steps of 10 msec. Overall duration varied from 1,020 to 1,100 msec. The matching speech series was generated from a CV syllable, [,~a] , sung by one of the authors (J.E.C.) in falsetto register at 294 Hz. The syllable was recorded on audiotape, low-pass filtered at 5 kHz, sampled at 10 kHz, and digitized on the Haskins Laboratories pulse-code modulation system (Cooper & Mattingly, 1%9) . It was then modified by multiplying the digital record under computer control to produce a series of sounds that ranged from [dsa] to [,~a] by iterative adjustments in the duration of linear amplitude risetime.' The nine-item continuum varied from 0 to 80 msec of risetime; the duration of the voiced frication in the initial portion of each token covaried with risetime from 70 to 150 msec (after Gerstman, 1957) . Waveforms of representative tokens are presented in Figure 1 . Test sequences were recorded on audiotape by digital-to-analog conversion and were presented binaurally to listeners via Crown 820-144 playback through TDH-39 earphones at a comfortable level of about 72 dB SPL.
Procedure
Eight tests were presented on separate days over the course of 2 weeks; four were of within-series adaptation, four of cross-series. In the within-series conditions, the test continuum and adaptor were of the same kind, both either speech or violin. In cross-series tests, the adaptor was of one kind and the test series was of the other. Subjects were tested in two groups of four. One group was tested on within-series first, cross-series second; the other group was tested in the reverse order.
A brief practice sequence of four presentations of each day's test series endpoints began the testing session. Following this ~vas a baseline test of unadapted identification of the relevant stimulus series, a randomized 90-item sequence of the nine tokens repeated 10 times each. Three seconds of silence separated trials. After a short intermission, adapted identification was measured, following the procedure of Cutting et al. (1976) . This consisted of 12 blocks of trials of alternating adaptor and identification portions. In the first block there were 100 adaptor repetitions followed by seven identification trials drawn from the nine-item continuum. The remaining 11 blocks were similar to the first, but with only 50 adaptor repetitions. There were 600 msec of silence between successive adaptors, 2 sec between adaptor block and identification hlock, 2 sec between successive identification trials, and 5 sec between the end of the identification block and the following adaptor block. Six observations per listener were obtained for items with risetimes of 0, 10, 70, and 80 msec, and 12 observations for those with risetimes of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 msec. Responses were scored on a prepared answer sheet as "P" (plucked), "B" (bowed), "J" (Idol), or "Z" ([,~al).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For each within-and cross-series adaptation test, we calculated two scores per subject: one for baseline identification and one for adapted identification. tions. Within-series differences between baseline and adapted identification were statistically significant, but there were no significant differences between baseline and adapted identification in cross-series tests (violin adaptors tested with the speech series, and speech adaptors tested with the violin series). Table 1 summarizes the results.
Our experiment reveals that test continuum and adaptor must share more than merely the acoustic attributes of amplitude envelope and fundamental frequency to show cross-series adaptation effects. This finding is consistent in principle with the prior one of Cutting et al. (1976) , that in cross-series adaptation the magnitude of the effect was a function of the auditory attributes that the test series shared with the adaptor. However, since the attribute of risetime was always common to adaptor and test series in their study, we had supposed that sounds sharing amplitude risetime might be mutually effective adaptors, regardless of the other auditory attributes distinguishing them. Risetime, as a perceptual commodity, might then be parsimoniously assigned to a single pair of detectors.
The outcome of the present experiment refutes this hypothesis. In our test, cross-series adaptors and test continua differed neither in amplitude risetime nor in fundamental frequency, but did differ in spectral composition, and this spectral difference (or, in other words, the apparent difference in sound source) was sufficient to prevent cross-adaptation of the two series. Evidently, speech and violin sounds do not share a single 0-80 msec pair of risetime detectors. By extrapolation, we may conclude that the categorical perception of the affricate-fricative and plucked-bowed distinctions does not rely on the detection of risetime by a single auditory pattern analyzer.
In this light, an earlier report by Diehl (1976) is puzzling. Diehl was testing the generality of the stop vs. continuant opposition using nonspeech sounds as adaptors. He found that a plucked adaptor was effective on a [ba]-[wa] continuum, as if it shared the property "stop" with [ba] , although a similar test using a bowed adaptor showed no adaptation effect. What is even more curious is that the [ba] and the plucked sound that had similar effects as adaptors were not similar in amplitude envelope, and that the [ba]-[wa] distinction was not cued by risetime. Finally, the frequency of the violin adaptors was 440 Hz, while the speech sounds presumably had a fundamental at least two octaves lower. In short, the crossseries adaptation reported by Diehl for violin and speech sounds, not sharing risetime, fundamental frequency, or spectral composition, must surely be the most abstract instance of adaptation ever observed. Whatever the critical attribute may have been, it was plainly not the abstract stop vs. continuant opposition, as Diehl claimed, since our [d~a], which did not cross-adapt, is a proper stop and [aa] is a proper continuant.
A related set of findings was reported recently by Samuel and Newport (1979) , who replicated Diehl's earlier puzzling result. They used two test series, [ba] to [wa] and [tfal to Ira], and four nonspeech adaptors, two periodic and two aperiodic, of short and long risetime each. The periodic nonspeech adaptor pair were plucked and bowed violin sounds which differed in fundamental period from the speech series, again, presumably, by two octaves. The aperiodic adaptor pair were broad-band noise patterns with digitally shaped envelopes; they did not sound like whispered speech (Samuel, Note 1) . Each of the four adaptors was tested on both speech continua. The surprising findings in this study were that the periodic short risetime adaptor acted, again, as if it shared a property with [ba] but not with [tfa] , and the long risetime aperiodic adaptor acted as if it shared a property with [fa] but not with [wa] . Confronted by this set of asymmetrical risetime adaptation effects, the authors posited a variation of the original detector model of Eimas; they suggested that periodic waveforms were mediated by a single detector sensitive only to sharp envelope discontinuities, while aperiodic waveforms were mediated by a single detector sensitive only to gradual energy onset. However, one test which Samuel and Newport did not perform is crucial to supporting this conclusion. In order to verify the characterizations of the two auditory detectors, speech adaptors must also be effective when the test series is nonspeech. In other words, the proposal of auditory, periodicity-labeled, asymmetrically tuned risetime detectors is warranted only if the effects of speech adaptors on nonspeech test continua are shown to correspond to the effects of nonspeech adalators on speech test continua.
In addition, our present test failed to confirm this hypothesis. By the criteria developed by Samuel and Newport, we would predict that only the plucked string and [d,~a] adaptors are effective, although each should produce adaptation on both test continua. That is because both the speech and the violin continua were periodic (at the same fundamental frequency, 294 Hz). The prediction was incorrect. More-over, their conclusions are open to criticism independent of our disconfirming cross-series data. The detectors they have proposed account only for the success of plucked adaptors concomitant with the failure of bowed adaptors. Although this outcome occurred in their test, their conclusion is overly general; a periodic risetime detector that asymmetrically prefers sharp amplitude discontinuities would not explain the original symmetrical within-series and selective risetime adaptation effects of Cutting et al. (1976) or the symmetrical within-series effects noted here. Our data may therefore be taken to question the usefulness of the modification of the detector model endorsed by Samuel and Newport?
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our finding that adaptation effects are segregated by apparent sound source has a precedent. Faced with an analogous result, of fundamental-frequencycontingent phonetic adaptation, Ades (1977) had suggested that multiple sets of auditory detectors might exist, each assignable to an individual talker. In our case, we might extend this source-assignment notion to sound sources more generally, whether sources of phonetic segments or not. For instance, risetime detectors might be basic ingredients in auditory detector ensembles; speech and violin notes, produced by different sound sources, would then be mediated perceptually by separate but equal ensembles, one assigned to each sound source. This vague notion of reduplicated auditory detectors will handle our result, but it is both ad hoc and inelegant, particularly in view of the current controversy over the status of feature detectors in speech perception.
The short history and the interpretive difficulties of adaptation studies using phonetic materials have been reviewed by Cooper (1975) and by Eimas and Miller (1978) . To the difficulties exposed by these authors, we may add the following: (1)Detectors conceived phonetically fail to predict the occasions on which adaptation does and does not occur; (2) detectors conceived auditorily have so proliferated as to eliminate the appealing simplicity of the original model--to derive perceptual categories in the auditory version of the model requires cumbersome and implausible detector interactions; and (3) the adaptation test itself may not be appropriate if the aim is to catalogue fixed preferences and sensitivities of analytic channels (see Diehl, Elman, & McCusker, 1978; Remez, 1979; Simon & Studdert-Kennedy, 1978) . Whether the theory is largely false (as claimed by Diehl et al., 1978; Remez, 1980; Simon & StuddertKennedy, 1978) or is minimally erroneous (as claimed by Cooper, 1979; Eimas & Miller, 1978; Samuel & Newport, 1979 ) is a matter that has received much attention lately. However, it is obvious that with no explicit use for distinctive feature theory possible, and with no manageable set of auditory templates in hand, the adaptation studies of phonetic stimuli can have little to say about the classic problems in speech perception (i.e., recognition, segmentation, normalization, etc.). We therefore question the worth of explaining our current finding within the feature detector model.
Furthermore, we find an independent dismissal of feature detector accounts in a recent study quite analogous to our own (Pisoni, in press ). Pisoni observed no cross-series adaptation effects for speech and nonspeech stimulus sets that were equivalent on an acoustic dimension sometimes taken to be perceptually critical in speech (cf. Lisker & Abramson, 1964 , 1971 . The speech set was one of voicing, and the nonspeech set one of two-component tones which onset at differing degrees of asynchrony. As in the case of Cutting et al. (1976) and the present experiment, the acoustic criteria for the speech and nonspeech distinctions were apparently the same. The acoustic parameter which served to distinguish ~oin-cident from delayed voicing onset also served to distinguish the "categories" of the nonspeech set; this was the temporal relation of the onsets of the individual spectral components. In adaptation r~ests, the two-tone continuum exhibited within-series adaptation, as did voicing, which is well known to undergo adaptation (e.g., Eimas & Corbit, 1973) , but neither series exhibited cross-series effects. Thus, identical temporal structure did not guarantee crossadaptation.
Rather than invent a new pair of detectors to handle the finding, and rather than take the tack of Ades (1977) by inventing an entirely new set of detectors assigned ad hoc to nonspeech tones, Pisoni preferred to argue that temporal order judgments of any class might be limited by a general constraint of the auditory system unspecific to particular detectors. The amplitude risetime parameter that we have studied for violin and speech sounds may reflect a related general auditory limitation, one not specific to any pair of phonetic or auditory detectors. If the auditory system has a characteristic rate of temporal integration throughout its frequency range, for instance, then the transduction of every sound impinging on the system would reflect that limitation in resolution. In some circumstances, we may expect a perceptual distinction to hinge on differential effects of this auditory limitation. But whether or not the product of the general auditory constraint is perceptually distinctive in one or another instance, we should not assume that the mechanism responsible is a single pair of detectors or even a pair of ensembles of detectors. Were that the case, our closely matched set of speech and violin sounds would have adapted each other, for they were as similar as possible within the requirement that they differ in their apparent sources, one a talker, the other a violin.
It may also be valuable, finally, to consider the origins of the violin perceptual categories which appear coincidentally to be similar in acoustic time course to sounds of speech. Recently, Remez (1978) has argued that violins are capable of categorical and continuous modes of sound production, although this distinction is a mechanical one unlike the neurophysiological distinction once claimed in the case of speech (Cooper et al., 1958; Liberman et al., 1967; cf. Stevens, 1972) . For example, the productive distinction sul ponticellosul tasto is acoustically correlated with differences in spectral envelope; sul ponticello (played with the bow near the bridge) has a shallower rolloff, that is, more energy in the higher harmonics, than does sul tasto (played with the bow near the fingerboard), all other things being equal (Schelleng, 1973). Given constant bow force, then, this dimension of production is continuously variable in infinitely small steps as the point of contact of bow and string is moved from the bridge toward the fingerboard, or vice versa. Compare this with the pizzicato-arco (plucked-bowed) distinction. These terms name two quantal alternatives of sound production. Bowing involves what Schelleng (1973) has called the "stick-slip" interaction of string and bow, in which force is applied to the string in a relatively sustained manner. Plucking, on the other hand, involves a single loading of the string when it is retracted by a finger or other grasping agent (such as a plectrum in a harpsichord). Once loaded, the string is released. The differences in production are correlated acoustically with the risetime differences we have been discussing. Unlike the gradual change from sul ponticello to sul tasto, the distinction between pizzicato and arco is categorical mechanically; there is no mechanical gradient between plucking a string and bowing it. Listeners who perceive the mechanical events of instrumental sound production should, by this line of reasoning, perceive the pluckedbowed distinction categorically. Perhaps the finding of violin categoricity that has inspired the studies by Cutting and his colleagues is as much a function of the perception of intrinsically categorical mechanical events as it is the function of the auditory resolution of risetime.
To summarize, our experiment used a cross-series adaptation test to determine whether risetime of amplitude envelope is mediated by a single auditory mechanism in both phonetic and nonphonetic circumstances. Although we found within-series effects for speech and violin sounds, cross-series tests did not reveal adaptation. Thus, stimuli matched for fundamental frequency and amplitude risetime apparently do not share feature detectors--if we judge by the conventional criteria for establishing shared detectors. This conclusion in no way implies that detectors of any kind exist. We further conclude that the categorical perception of violin articulation does not depend on the same auditory mechanism as is used for the phonetic distinction between affricate and fricative.
